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Taiwan is a country ��� 🧵

Taiwan ("Republic of China", ROC) is a country. �

The Libertarian Party used to know that Taiwan is a country... �
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The Libertarian Party used to know that #TaiwanIsACountry, they were even selling this nice

pin... �

The ROC, in fact, existed *before* the PRC, for instance UN seat (security council permanent

seat!), which legally and morally should *still* be Taiwan's, not the genocidal communist

regime's. �

Taiwan �, therefore, cannot "secede" or "divorce" from the communist People's Republic of

China (PRC) as it was never part of the PRC, anymore than e.g. the UK should consider

"seceding" from the Kingdom of Jordan or from the USA.
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Lying about these basic facts of logic, history and geography is usually a sign of simping for

the genocidal, communist, totalitarian regime currently oppressing China...

... and thereby *encouraging* them to proceed with a deadly war of aggression to conquer,

through a murderous war, additional territory which they've never held before...

...thereby expanding their already vast empire and being able to murder and oppress

whomever they want from an additional 24 million people, in addition to the 1.4 billion they

are already terrorizing. Deep down, everyone knows that Taiwan is a country�: Sometimes

it slips out😀
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Lying about such basic facts of logic, history and geography is therefore usually a sign of

being: 

- a communist 

- a warmonger 

- a supporter of the imperialism of big, authoritarian states becoming even bigger and more

dangerous 

- brainwashed by CCP propaganda

- a genocide supporter 

- a bootlicker of tyrants to the point of happily repeating 2+2=5 if your masters tell you to... 

- ... or maybe a wumao paid 50 cents to do so. #50CentParty
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• • •

Taiwan is a country.�
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